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AN OVERVIEW OF INDUSTRIAL HEMP LAW IN THE UNITED STATES
Marc Adesso, Attorney at Waller Lansden Dortch &Davis, LLP
Pirjin Laser, Attorney at Waller Lansden Dortch &Davis, LLP
Alex Mills, Director of Operations and General Counsel at High Plains Crop
Production LLC*
Since the writing of this note, the Agricultural Improvement Act of 2018 (the "Farm Bill") was
signed into law by President Trump on December 20, 2018. Thus, the note below does not account
for the passage of the Farm Bill and resulting change in federal law. What follows is a brief
summary of sections of the Farm Bill and its relation to hemp: The Farm Bill legalizes hemp by
defining it as an agricultural commodity under federal law. Removed from this new definition of
hemp, are the parts of the cannabis plant that make it illegal under the Controlled Substances Act
of 1970. As a result, hemp is effectively treated like any other agricultural product under federal
law. Once the Farm Bill is in effect, hemp farmers can legally import and export hemp throughout
the United States and participate in U.S. Department of Agriculture programs such as low-cost
crop insurance. This will empower the U.S. Department of Agriculture to create restrictions on
hemp cultivation. States could enact hemp regulations so long as these newly enacted regulations
comply with federal law and do not prohibit the transportation or shipment of hemp within the
United States. However, States are not limited in the level of punishment that can be imposed on
hemp producers, even in the case of negligent violations.
INTRODUCTION

Despite its longstanding history of cultivation and use for commercial purposes in the United
States, starting in 1937 until the passing of the Agricultural Act of 2014 (the "2014 Farm Bill"),
growing hemp in the United States was federally prohibited. In states that have legalized hemp
cultivation, section 7606 of the 2014 Farm Bill, titled "Legitimacy of Industrial Hemp Research,"
authorized individual state departments of agriculture and institutions of higher learning to grow
the crop for research and pilot programs. While industrial hemp research and pilot programs differ
from state to state, the ultimate motivation for implementing such programs is to explore beneficial
uses for industrial hemp. For example, Kentucky's research and pilot program seeks to support
"industrial hemp production, development, and commercialization..."' Since the implementation
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of the 2014 Farm Bill, many states have passed laws regarding the cultivation of hemp and some
states have even passed laws allowing for the commercial production of hemp outside of research
or pilot programs. On the federal level, however, the commercial production of hemp remains
prohibited.
As a precursor, the focus of this article is solely on industrial hemp and not marijuana. While
definitions for both marijuana and industrial hemp vary from state to state, the federal definition
of marijuana comes from the Controlled Substances Act ("CSA") and is defined as "all parts of
the plant Cannabis sativa L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted from
any part of such plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation
of such plant, its seeds or resin." 2 Industrial Hemp, on the other hand, means the plant Cannabis
sativa L. and any part of such plant, whether growing or not, with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol
("THC") concentration of not more than 0.3% on a dry weight basis. 3 Many state definitions for
industrial hemp specify that THC concentration is on a dry weight basis and can be measured from
any part of the plant. Some states further require the plant to be possessed by a licensed grower for
it to be considered under the definition of industrial hemp.
This article will explore the legal landscape relating to industrial hemp in the United States,
focusing on the following three key areas: first, a brief overview of the laws relating to industrial
hemp in the United States; second, current industry trends relating to the cultivation and use of
industrial hemp; and third, and finally, past and pending legislation before Congress relating to
industrial hemp.
A. State Law Overview
The development of industrial hemp pilot programs has spread rapidly since the passage of the
2014 Farm Bill. As of this publication, thirty-nine states 4 have enacted legislation relating to an
Western Kentucky University. He served as law clerk to the honorable W. Neal McBrayer at the Tennessee Court of
Appeals, Middle Section, before joining the healthcare regulatory practice group at Waller, Lansden, Dortch &Davis.
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 260.8505 (West 2017).
221 U.S.C.A. § 802(16) (2018).
Agricultural Marketing Act, 7 U.S.C. § 1621 (2014).
See Alabama (ALA. CODE § 2-8-380), Alaska (ALASKA STAT. Ann. § 03.05.076-.077 (2018)), Arizona
(ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 3-311 (2019)), Arkansas (ARK. CODE ANN. § 2-15-401 (West 2017)), California (CAL.
FOOD &AGRIC. CODE § 81000 (West 2017)), Colorado (C.R.S. § 35-61-101), Delaware (3 Del. C. §§ 2800-02),
Florida (Fla. Stat. § 1004.4473), Hawaii (H.R.S. § 141-31), Illinois (720 I.L.C.S. 550/15.2), Indiana (Ind. Code Ann.
§ 15-15-13-0.5), Kansas (K.S.A. § 2-3901), Kentucky (K.R.S. § 260.850-869), Maine (7 M.R.S. § 2231), Maryland
(MD. AGRIC. CODE ANN. § 14-101), Massachusetts (MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 128, § 116-123), Michigan ((MICH.
COMP. LAWS ANN. § 286.841-844 (2019)), Minnesota (MINN. STAT. § 18K.01-.09 (2019)), Missouri (MO. CODE
REGS. ANN. tit. 2, § 70-14.010 (2019)), Montana (MONT. CODE AM. § 18-101-111 (West 2017)), Nebraska (NEB.
REV. STAT. ANN. § 2-5701 (West 2014)), Nevada (NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 557.010-.080, 557.100-290 (West 2017)),
New Mexico (S.B. 6, 2017 Reg. Sess. (N.M. 2017).), New York (N.Y. AGRIC. &MKTS. LAW § 505-14 (McKinney
2015)), North Carolina (N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 106-568.50-.57 (West 2015)), North Dakota (N.D. CENT. CODE
ANN. §§ 4.1-18-01 to -03 (West 2017)), Oklahoma (OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 2 § 3-401 to -410 (West 2018)), Oregon
(OR. REV. STAT. AM. §§ 571.300-.348 (West 2018)), Pennsylvania (3 PA. STAT. AND CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 701-10
(West 2016)), Rhode Island (2 R.I. GEN. LAWS §§ 2-26-1 to -9 (West 2017)), South Carolina (S.C. CODE ANN. REGS.
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industrial hemp pilot program in some capacity. This legislation generally allows for the growth
of industrial hemp, although some states restrict who can grow it, and the extent to which hemp
can be commercialized. Indiana is the only state that has enacted legislation affirmatively
preventing the cultivation of hemp until provided further federal clarification.5 Of the eleven
states6 that have not adopted an industrial hemp pilot program, seven7 have introduced legislation
intended to create one. The other four have yet to address the issue.
Although most states now have some form of industrial hemp pilot program in place, there is
wide variation in potential regulatory burdens facing prospective hemp farmers. The barriers of
entry to hemp cultivation involve many different regulatory schemes. For instance, in the State of
North Carolina, a registrant for a hemp cultivation license must provide proof, in the form of tax
returns, that the registrant made income from farming operations in the previous year precluding
those without prior farming experience from entering the market.8 In Missouri, one of the most
recent states to enact an industrial hemp pilot program, a farmer may only register to cultivate
between ten and forty acres of industrial hemp, limiting both the minimum and maximum amount
of farmland that may be dedicated to such endeavors. 9
There is wide variation in how hemp sales are regulated as well. In the State of Kentucky, there
is a prohibition against hemp cultivators from selling unprocessed hemp flower to anyone who has
not been issued a license pursuant to an industrial hemp pilot program. 10 In comparison, just across
the border in Tennessee, the State's first hemp dispensaries have opened, marketing hemp flower
directly to consumers.11

46-55-10 to -40 (2017)), Tennessee (TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 43-26-101 to -103 (West 2017)), Utah (UTAH CODE ANN.
§§ 4-41-101 to -105 (West 2018)), Vermont (VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 6, §§ 561-68 (West 2018)), Virginia (VA. CODE
ANN. § 3.2-4112 to -4120 (West 2018)), Washington (WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §§ 15.120.005-.060 (West 2016)),
West Virginia (W. VA. CODE ANN. §§ 19-12E-1 to -9 (West 2014)), Wisconsin (WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 94.55, 94.67,
961.14, 961.32, 961.442, 961.55, 973.01 (West 2017)), and Wyoming (WYO. STAT. ANN. §§ 35-7-2101 to -2107
(West 2018)).
IND. CODE ANN. §§ 15-15-13-1, -15 (West 2014).
6 Connecticut, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, South
Dakota, Texas, and Washington D.C. However, Washington D.C. is a unique circumstance, as it does not have a state
department of agriculture that could conduct a pilot program under the 2014 Farm Bill. Such a program would
presumably need to be administered by the USDA.
Connecticut (S.B. 603, Session Year 2017), Georgia (HB 704, 2015, HB 465, 2017), Iowa (SF 2398, passed
by senate April 4, 2018), Mississippi (HB 1201, 2014, HB 562, 2015), New Jersey (A2719, 2014, A2628, 2016,
A1330, 2018), South Dakota (HB 1054, 2016), and Texas (HB 3587, 2017, HB 557, 2015, HB 1322, 2015).
02 N.C. ADMIN. CODE 62.1017(9) (2016).
H.R. 2034, 99th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2018).
o 302 KY. ADMIN. REG. 50:020(21) (2018). See also Ryan F. Quarles, IndustrialHemp Research Pilot
Program
Transfer
Requirements,
Ky.
Dep't
of
Agric.
(2018),
http://www.kyaer.com/marketing/documents/HEMP RSTR Transfer-Requirements.Pdf
[hereinafter Quarles,
TransferRequirements].
" See Kimberly Davis, Tennessee's 1st Hemp Dispensary Opens in Murfreesboro, NEWS CHANNEL 5
NETWORK (June 16, 2018, 7:25 PM), https://www.newschannel5.com/news/tennessees-ist-hemp-dispensary-opensin-murfreesboro.
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Interestingly, a state's legal stance on marijuana is not a reliable predictor of how strict its
hemp regulatory regime may be. Oregon, which allows the sale of recreational marijuana to
consumers, restricts hemp cultivators from selling their harvest to anyone other than a licensed
hemp processor.12 As such, it is legal to sell marijuana flower to the public, but the conversion of
raw hemp into extract products before being marketed to consumers. 13 California, another
recreational marijuana state, restricts the growth of industrial hemp to a list of registered hemp
seed cultivars14-a list not updated since January 1, 2013.1 As a result, very little variety exists
among the types of industrial hemp plants grown in the State. The Michigan Office of Licensing
and Regulatory Affairs has taken the position that although marijuana may be legally sold in
medical marijuana dispensaries, the sale or transfer of industrial hemp is prohibited.16
West Virginia also presents an interesting case. While it does not allow for the growth of
marijuana, State law defines hemp as part of the cannabis sativa plant containing 1% or less THC
on a dry-weight basis," despite the 2014 Farm Bill's definition, which only allows for hemp
containing up to 0.3% THC.18 The reason for this discrepancy is that West Virginia's industrial
hemp legislation pre-dates the 2014 Farm Bill by over a decade. 19
In the face of the many different state regulatory schemes currently governing the hemp
industry, this article seeks to make sense of current trends, hot topics, and points of concern relating
to the production of hemp by reviewing the current state of the law. For the purposes of this article,
we have divided the forty states with currently enacted industrial hemp pilot programs into three
categories: (1) those with active hemp licensing regimes that allow commercial growth; (2) those
that have enacted regimes significantly restricting the commercialization of the hemp industry; and
(3) those that have enacted industrial hemp pilot programs, but have not yet put into place a strong
regulatory regime. By reviewing currently existing regulatory schemes in the first two categories,
we may draw useful guidance for states in the third.
A number of states have enacted legislation allowing for the cultivation of industrial hemp
prior to the enactment of the 2014 Farm Bill. North Dakota was the first to legalize hemp in 1999.20

12

See OR. ADMIN. R. 603-048-0100(7) (2018).

13 Id.
14 "Cultivar"

is defined as "an organism and especially one of an agricultural or horticultural variety or strain
originating and persistent under cultivation." "cultivar." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/cultivar.
15 CAL. FOOD &AGRIC. CODE § 81002 (West 2017).
16 Licensing & Regulatory Affairs, Cannabidiol ("CBD') and Industrial Hemp
("HEMP') Products,
Advisory
Bulletin
(May
2018),
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/CBD Hemp Advisory Bulletin 622872 7.pdf.
17 W. VA. CODE § 19-12E-3(2) (2002).
1 Agricultural Marketing Act, 7 U.S.C. § 1621 (2014).
1 See W. VA. CODE § 19-12E-1 (2002).
20 N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 4-41-01-03. (1999).
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Montana21 and West Virginia22 followed soon after. A few years later Vermont,23 Maine, 24 and
Oregon2 ' also followed suit.

Despite being two of the last states to enact hemp legislation prior to the 2014 Farm Bill,
Kentucky 26 and Colorado 27 have emerged as two leaders in the market for the cultivation and
commercialization of industrial hemp and related products.,2 One of the advantages shared by
these two states in developing a robust industrial hemp program is that they had concentrated
efforts in the market prior to the adoption of the 2014 Farm Bill. Being an early entrant gave them
a head start over states that waited to adopt industrial hemp legislation or even states that adopted
such legislation but remained in a holding pattern until receiving signs of federal approval.
Although both acknowledged as leaders in the industry, Kentucky and Colorado have taken
different paths in reaching this position. These diverging paths led to some interesting distinctions
between the programs.
1. States Allowing Commercialization through IndustrialHemp Programs
a. Kentucky
An important factor differentiating Kentucky from other states that have led the way in paving
the road for industrial hemp-such as Colorado, Vermont, and Oregon-is that it is not a state that
has been traditionally friendly towards marijuana legislation. However, circumstances have
emerged in Kentucky, a state that has focused heavily on the agriculture industry, and tobacco
farming, in particular, that have encouraged State lawmakers to push for the legalization of
industrial hemp. In fact, Kentucky Senator Mitch McConnell was instrumental in the passage of
the 2014 Farm Bill and is leading the push for the removal of hemp from the CSA through the
Agricultural Act of 2018.29 One of the primary circumstances driving these developments in
Kentucky may be recognition of shrinking opportunities for profitable tobacco farming and a
21 MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 80-18-101-111 (2001).
22 W. VA. CODE §§ 19-12E-1-11 (2002). As noted above, it was this legislation, enacted prior to the 2014
Farm Bill, that has led to the quirk in West Virginia law, where it is the only state that defines industrial hemp as
containing 1% or less THC on a dry-weight basis as opposed to 0.3% or less THC on a dry-weight basis as mandated

by the 2014 Farm Bill.
23 VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 6 §§ 561-568 (2008).
24 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 7 § 2231 (2009). But note, this legislation, until revised in 2015, prohibited the
issuance of an industrial hemp cultivation license until action was taken by the federal government to remove hemp
from the definition of "marihuana" under the controlled substances act or other affirmative steps were taken by the
Drug Enforcement Agency to issue an individual a permit allowing such person to cultivate hemp.
25 OR. REV. STAT. §§ 571.300-348 (2011).
26 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 260.850-869 (2013).
27 COLO. CONST. art. XVIII § 16; See also COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 25-18.7-101-105 (repealed

May 28,

2018 and replaced with COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 35-61-101-108.5).
28

See Industrial Hemp End of Year Review, COLO. DEP'T. OF AGRIC. (Dec. 15, 2017), available at

https://drive.google.com/file/d/lrt8qOSKgbp6QKNJHDs2f2gfnJaTjflMK/view.
21 See James Higdon, How a PairofKentucky Pols are About to Legalize Hemp, POLITICO MAGAZINE (Aug.

4,

2018),

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/08/04/mcconnell-comer-legalize-hemp-marijuana-

kentucky-219156.
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concerted effort towards finding a substitute cash crop for such farmers. This is a niche that hemp
can comfortably fill since it can be profitably grown through a traditional tobacco farming model.
From the beginning, Kentucky's industrial hemp program has been tightly controlled and
regulated. Part of this grip may be due to conservative viewpoints in opposition to the legalization
of marijuana. Another factor may be grounded in issues that arose when the Kentucky Industrial
Hemp Commission sought to import hemp seeds from Italy, and those seeds were initially seized
and held by the Drug Enforcement Agency ("DEA").30 The seeds, slated for research purposes for
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture ("KDA"), were ordered prior to the KDA seeking a DEA
registration for the importation of such seeds.31 The KDA filed a lawsuit against the DEA seeking
the return of the seeds.32 The DEA ultimately issued a registration to the KDA under an expedited
process, and the KDA moved to dismiss the suit.33
Perhaps as a result of these difficulties with the DEA, importation of seeds and cultivars is
tightly governed by the KDA. Licensed farmers are required to register the source of such
propagation material with the KDA and for all such material to be inspected by the KDA prior to
distribution to farmers, whether received through interstate 34 or international shipping.35 In
addition, a feature that is somewhat unique to the Kentucky licensure regime is the prohibition of
hemp farmers from selling or transferring living plants, viable seeds, or harvested hemp flower to
any person that does not have a license pursuant to such person's state's industrial hemp pilot
program. 6 This prohibition bars commercial operations from serving as brokers or otherwise
engaging as an intermediary to aid farmers in placing their crop with licensed processors absent a
separate license issued to the broker.,3 Furthermore, a licensed hemp farmer is prohibited from
knowingly selling hemp flower to a person who intends to engage in either the direct marketing of
that flower, or to certain enumerated hemp-derived products, including: hemp cigarettes; hemp
cigars; chew, dip, or other smokeless material consisting of floral hemp material; or floral hemp
teas.,3 However, a licensed farmer is permitted to engage in the sale of products derived from
hemp flower containing less than 0.3% THC on a dry-weight basis, such as Cannabidiol ("CBD")
oil, to the public.39 Each licensed hemp cultivator is also required to submit a detailed grower's
o See Matt Ferner &Ryan Grim, Kentucky Puts Hemp PlantingOn HoldAfter DEA Seed Seizure, HUFFPOST
(May 16, 2014), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/16/kentucky-cancels-hemp-gro n_5338125.html.
31 Id.

Id.
Josh Long, DEA Backs Down in Hemp Litigation with Kentucky Agriculture Department, NATURAL
PRODUCTS INSIDER (Aug. 22, 2014), https://www.naturalproductsinsider.com/litigation/dea-backs-down-hemplitigation-kentucky-agriculture-department.
34302 KY. ADMIN. REG. § 50:020(12) (2018); See also Ryan F. Quarles, 2018 Domestic Seed/Propagule
Request Requirements, KY. DEP'TOFAGRIC. (2018), http://www.kyagr.com/marketing/documents/HEMPLHSeedRequest-Domestic-form.pdf.
35302 KY. ADMIN. REG. § 50:020(13) (2018); See also Ryan F. Quarles, 2018 International Seed Request
Requirements, KY. DEP'T OF AGRIC. (2018), http://www.kyagr.com/marketing/documents/HEMPLHSeedRequest-International-form.pdf
36 302 KY. ADMIN. REG. § 50:020(21) (2018); See also Quarles, TransferRequirements, supra note 9.
3 302 KY. ADMIN. REG. § 50:020(2)(2)(b).
3' Id. at § 50:070(1); See also Quarles, TransferRequirements, supra note 9.
3 302 KY. ADMIN. REG. § 50:020(1)(33); See also Quarles, TransferRequirements, supra note 9.
32

3
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report, allowing the KDA to capture vital information relating to hemp growth, production, and
marketing for research purposes. 40
The cultivation of hemp has spread rapidly across Kentucky as farmers explore potential
economic benefits. According to the 2016 Kentucky Department of Agriculture Industrial Hemp
Research Pilot Program Production Report, the state of Kentucky issued 181 hemp cultivation
licenses 41 and grew approximately 112,321 square feet of indoor and 2,387 acres of outdoor
hemp. 42
b. Colorado

Colorado is unique in that it was the first state to simultaneously legalize the cultivation and
personal use of both hemp and marijuana through a state constitutional amendment.43 Amendment
64 to the Colorado Constitution along with legalizing marijuana, also differentiated industrial
hemp, defining it as cannabis containing 0.3% or less THC on a dry-weight basis, and recognizing
that hemp should be separately regulated from marijuana.44 Perhaps attributable to these unique
circumstances surrounding the legalization of hemp in Colorado, the State has taken a much more
laissez-faire attitude with respect to the cultivation of industrial hemp in comparison to Kentucky.
Colorado also did not experience the same friction with the DEA as Kentucky in enacting and
implementing its industrial hemp program.
On May 28, 2013, the Colorado Legislature enacted the Industrial Hemp Regulatory Program
Act (the "Act"), 45 as called for by Amendment 64. From the very beginning, the Act authorized
the growth of industrial hemp for commercial purposes. 46 The Act, in turn, directed the
Commissioner of the Colorado Department of Agriculture (CDA) to adopt rules relating to the
cultivation of industrial hemp.47 The regulations were adopted on November 12, 2013.48
Unlike Kentucky's program, the Colorado rules do not regulate processors of industrial hemp,
only cultivation. 49 However, Colorado regulations do require that a commercial, industrial hemp
farmer provide documentation of a purchase agreement with an in-state processor or some other
evidence of the crop's disposition.o Obtaining seeds and other propagation materials are also
40 302 KY. ADMIN.
41

REG.

§ 50:020(7)(3)(n).

Thomas Sewell, et al., 2016 Kentucky DepartmentofAgricultureIndustrialHemp ResearchPilot Program

Production
Report
Summary,
KY.
DEP'T
OF
AGRIC.
(Sept.
2017),
http://www.kyagr.com/marketing/documents/HEMPOVProduction-Report-Summary_2016.pdf.
42 Id.
4 COLO. CONST. art. XVIII § 16.
4 Id.
4 COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 35-61-101 et seq. (West 2017).
46 COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 35-61-102(1)(a) (West 2017).
4 COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 35-61-104.5 (West 2017).
4 8 COLO. CODE REGS. § 1203-23(9.1)
4
See Industrial Hemp Quick Facts, OFFICIAL SITE OF GOVERNOR HICKENLOOPER,
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/agplants/industrial-hemp-quick-facts (last visited Nov. 23, 2018).
50 8 COLO. CODE REGS. § 1203-23 (3.3.1) (3.3.1).
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primarily left to the cultivator, with little involvement from the State.51 Left to the farmer and the
free market, the CDA does not involve itself in the sale or distribution of industrial hemp, and a
cultivator of industrial hemp is not provided with guidance when it comes to matters of interstate
transportation.
Despite, or perhaps because of, its more relaxed requirements, the industrial hemp program in
Colorado has seen rapid growth. Colorado grew from 412 registrations and 8,988 registered acres
in 2016 to 532 registrations and 12,024 registered acres for the 2017 growing season.54 There has
been an overall 1 03 %growth in registrations and a 555% increase in acreage since the program
began in 2014., These numbers place Colorado at the forefront of the hemp movement, but
Kentucky is not far behind.

2. States with Limitations on the Growth ofIndustrial Hemp
On the other side of the regulatory equation are those states that impose much tighter control
on their industrial hemp programs. These states impose a range of restrictions, but typically
prohibit the cultivation of hemp that is not grown for research purposes by academic institutions.
Like many other states, Indiana adopted hemp legislation pursuant to the 2014 Farm Bill.56
However, as of the writing of this article, Purdue University is the only licensed cultivator of hemp
in Indiana Other states restrict the production of industrial hemp to research studies conducted
by academic institutions, such as Delaware,58 Michigan,59 and Nebraska.60 However, Indiana is
somewhat unique in that not only does it limit hemp cultivation to academic institutions, but its
current legislation also prohibits expansion of the program, absent federal legal approval.6 In
addition to limitations on cultivation, Indiana has enacted restrictions on the transportation of hemp
throughout the state, prohibiting non-license holders from transporting industrial hemp.62 Any
See Industrial Hemp Quick Facts, OFFICIAL SITE OF GOVERNOR HICKENLOOPER,
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/agplants/industrial-hemp-quick-facts (last visited Nov. 23, 2018).
52 Id.
5 COLO. REV. STAT. § 35-61-108. See also IndustrialHemp Quick Facts, OFFICIAL SITE OF GOVERNOR
HICKENLOOPER, https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/agplants/industrial-hemp-quick-facts (last visited Nov. 23, 2018).
5
See Colorado Industrial Hemp 2017 Year in Review, COLO. DEP'T OF AGRIC.,
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/agplants/industrial-hemp (last visited Nov. 23, 2018).
55 ld.
56 IND. CODE ANN. §15-15-13-0.5.
5 Kaitlin Lange &Sarah Bowman, Effort To Allow HoosierFarmersTo GrowIndustrialHemp Stalls After
Governor Intervenes, INDIANAPOLIS STAR (2018), https://www.indystar.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/02/effortallow-hoosier-farmers-grow-industrial-hemp-stalls-after-governor-intervenes/386076002/ (last visited Nov. 23,
2018).
58 DEL.CODE ANN. tit. 3 § 2800-2802.
59
MICH.
COMP.
LAWS
SERV.
§ 286.843(1)
(2018);
See
also
https://www.michigan. ov/documents/mdard/Industrial Hemp Research Act Guidance Document 502055 7.pdf.
6o NEB. REV. STAT.§ 2-5701; See also 25 NEB. ADMIN. CODE CH. 8.
61 IND. CODE ANN. §§ 15-15-13-1 & 15-15-13-15.
62 IND. CODE ANN. § 15-15-13-11.
51
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cultivator or industrial hemp handler intending to transport hemp through Indiana should remain
wary of this prohibition, as the law could be interpreted to be limited to those issued an Indiana
license.
Early in 2018, members of the Indiana legislature sought to relax regulations on industrial
hemp63 and opened up farming to a greater number of individuals modeling its program on the
successful efforts of neighboring Kentucky. 4 However, efforts stalled in the State Senate with
some conjecture that the Governor blocked them, and ultimately, the bill was amended to allow
for only a study to potentially allow for the cultivation of industrial hemp in the future.6' Around
the same time, Indiana passed a bill allowing the sale of industrial hemp based-CBD oil products
to consumers. However, as a practical matter, the strict labeling requirements included in the bill
may prohibit many entrants to the market.6 As such, cultivation of industrial hemp remains tightly
restricted to most potential entrants to the Indiana market, and even the sale of CBD-based products
presents a unique set of challenges in the state.
Florida presents another unique case study in the ways that it restricts entrance into the
industrial hemp market. The Florida legislature enacted industrial hemp legislation effective June
16, 2017.6' Like other states discussed in this section, the legislation only allows certain Florida
academic institutions to seek a hemp cultivation license.68 Unlike other states that flatly restrict
the cultivation of hemp to academic institutions, the Florida statute allows those academic
institutions to form partnerships with qualified partners to attract experts and investors, including
public, nonprofit, and private entities. 69 However, there is a prohibition against the
commercialization of the Florida industrial hemp pilot program until a project has been in place
for two years,70 meaning it will not be clear what kind of form the Florida program may take until
the 2019 growing season, at the earliest. It could be that, rather than trying to suppress the market
by limiting it to research purposes, Florida is merely trying to keep it in tight control, as it has done
with its medical marijuana program, only issuing fourteen licenses as of July 2018.71 If mirrored
63
64

STALLS

H.B. 1137, 2018 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ind. 2018).
Kaitlin Lange & Sarah Bowman, EFFORT TO ALLOW HOOSIER FARMERS TO GROW INDUSTRIAL HEMP
AFTER

GOVERNOR

INTERVENES

INDIANAPOLIS

STAR

(2018),

https://www.indystar.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/02/effort-allow-hoosier-farmers-grow-industrial-hemp-stallsafter-governor-intervenes/386076002/ (last visited Nov. 23, 2018).
65 Bob Segall, Governor Holcomb Says Indiana Not Yet Ready ForIndustrialHemp, WTHR INDIANAPOLIS
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in the industrial hemp pilot program, these tight controls could make it to where only a few large
players are allowed to enter one of the nation's largest markets.
3. States Developing IndustrialPilot Programs
Many states that have enacted legislation enabling industrial hemp pilot programs are still in
the process of drafting regulations to bring these programs to life. States that are currently in this
process include: Alabama, 2 Alaska, 3 Arizona,74 Arkansas," California," Illinois, 7 Kansas,"
Maryland, 9 Missouri," New Mexico," Rhode Island, 2 Utah, 3 and Wyoming.84 In adopting these
regulations, it could be helpful for these states to look to some of the more developed programs
discussed above in order to determine what regulatory schemes may be appropriate. Some
common factors that most industrial hemp pilot programs address include: (1) a definition of
"industrial hemp";" (2) creation of an advisory board or commission to authorize industrial hemp
cultivation activities; (3) state licensure programs for cultivators, processors, and/or brokers; (4)
recordkeeping requirements; (5) a system of waivers/exceptions for certain licensing requirements;
(6) licensure fee structures; (7) inspection authorizations and procedures to ensure program
requirements are complied with; (8) fundraising systems for further state research; (9) promotion
of hemp research and development initiatives; (10) certified seed and propagation material
requirements, as well as requirements for interstate or international importation; (11) rules relating
to transportation and handling of hemp; and (12) penalties for failure to comply.86 A state seeking
to enact industrial hemp regulations should consider all these factors.
B. Industry Challenges
1. Transportation ofIndustrial Hemp
On February 7, 2014, President Obama signed into law the 2014 Farm Bill, containing Section
7606, the "Legitimacy of Industrial Hemp Research," now referred to at 7 U.S.C.S §5940.87 The
2014 Farm Bill allows states to conduct industrial hemp research programs ".. [n]otwithstanding
ALA. CODE § 2-8-383(a) (2018).
7 ALASKA STAT. § 03.05.077 (2018).
7 S.B. 1098, 5 3rd Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2018) (enacted May 14, 2018; effective Aug. 4, 2019).
7 ARK. CODE ANN. § 2-15-401 et seq. (2018) (Regulations set for approval by legislature Aug. 17, 2018).
76 CAL. FOOD &AGRIC. CODE § 81001(e) (2018).
n 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 550/15.2.
78 KAN. STAT. ANN. § 2-3902 (2018).
7 MD. CODE ANN., AGRIC. § 14-102(i) (West 2018).
8 Mo. REv. STAT. § 195.743 (West 2018).
8 N.M. STAT. ANN. § 76-24-1 (West 2017).
8 2R.I. GEN. LAWS § 2-26-6 (West 2017).
83 UTAH CODE ANN. § 4-41-204 (West 2018).
84 WYO. STAT. ANN. § 35-7-2107 (West 2018).
85 Which currently requires that, in all states except West Virginia, the cannabis sativa plant must
contain
0.3% or less Delta-9 THC.
86 Ren6e Johnson, Hemp as an Agricultural Commodity, CONG. RES. SERV. 21 (June 22,
2018).
8 7 U.S.C.S. § 5940 (2018).
72
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the [CSA] ... or any other federal law." 88 The language of Section 7606 expressly exempts from
federally controlled substance laws, including both the CSA and the Controlled Substances Import
and Export Act (the "CSIEA"), industrial hemp grown in compliance with a 2014 Farm Bill
research program in accordance with state guidelines. Thus, industrial hemp grown in accordance
with the 2014 Farm Bill is not a controlled substance.
The 2014 Farm Bill sparked a flood of new products containing hemp-based CBD, a nonpsychoactive chemical compound found in cannabis sativa plants. The entry of these new products
into the market created an overriding issue: how would companies producing industrial hemp
transport their products to consumers? The issue of transportation stems from unclear federal and
state rules and regulations regarding industrial hemp.
On a state level, the legal implications of transporting industrial hemp within a particular state
depend on the laws of that state. It follows that if industrial hemp is illegal (whether it be the
cultivation, sale, etc.) in a particular state, then the transportation of the industrial hemp will also
be illegal in that state. Outside of transportation within the states that permit it, shipping industrial
hemp remains federal jurisdiction and falls within the purview of the federal government.
On the federal level, the 2014 Farm Bill is unfortunately silent as to the transportation of
industrial hemp. Following the passage of the 2014 Farm Bill, the DEA issued a Statement of
Principles (discussed in Section IV below), which addressed questions about the law, including
the extent to which private parties may grow industrial hemp as part of an agricultural pilot
program, the circumstances under which the sale of hemp products is permitted, and other related
topics. In response, on September 29, 2016, President Obama signed into law the Continuing
Appropriations Act of 2016 (the "Appropriations Act"). 89 Section 763 of the Appropriations Act
states that:
[n]one of the funds made available by this Act or any other Act may be used 1)
in contravention of section 7606 of the Agricultural Act of 2014 (7 U.S.C.S 5940);
or (2) to prohibit the transportation, processing, sale, or use of industrial hemp that
is grown or cultivated in accordance with section 7606 of the Agricultural Act of
2014, within or outside the State in which the industrial hemp is grown or
cultivated. 90
The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2017,91 signed into law on May 5, 2017, ran through
September 30, 2017, contained the same provision above in Section 773; and the Consolidated
Appropriations Act, 2018, signed March 23, 2018, ran through September 30, 2018, and also
contains the same provision in Section 729.

88Id.
8

TSA Office of Inspection Accountability Act of 2015, Pub. L. 114-53, 129 Stat. 502 (2015).

Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018 and Supplemental Appropriations for Disaster Relief
Requirements Act, 2017, Pub. L. 115-56, 131 Stat. 1129 (2017), H.R.601, 115th Cong. (2017).
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It is important to note that the 2014 Farm Bill did not remove industrial hemp from the list of
controlled substances, and, with certain limited exceptions, the requirements of the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the CSA continue to apply to industrial hemp-related activities.
Therefore, despite the provisions contained in the appropriations acts noted above (which were
temporary in nature) and state legalization of industrial hemp, federal law still regards industrial
hemp as illegal and outside of the limited scope provided for in the 2014 Farm Bill.
Consequentially, the transportation of industrial hemp is fraught with the potential of federal
criminal prosecution. The DEA sets out penalties for the trafficking of marijuana, which depends
on the amount of marijuana transported and whether the individual transporting marijuana has a
prior offense. 92

The Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution permits the federal government to prosecute
an individual engaged in a marijuana business, even if engaging in such business is permitted under
state law. 93 In 2013, the Obama administration announced that it would not challenge state laws
legalizing marijuana, as long as the states maintained strict rules involving the distribution and sale
of marijuana. 94 Later, on August 29, 2013, Deputy Attorney General, James M. Cole, released
a memo 95 that outlined the enforcement priorities for marijuana. This memo did not recommend
action, such as prosecuting legal retailers complying with state laws. However, on January 4, 2018,
Attorney General Jeff Sessions issued a memo 96 rescinding previous guidance documents
regarding marijuana prosecutions and directing U.S. attorneys to enforce the laws enacted by
Congress.
The shifting nature of laws and the varying positions taken by the executive and legislative
branches, as well as various governmental agencies, create a dark and exceedingly perilous
landscape for marijuana and industrial hemp transportation.

2. Retail and Internet Sales
The sale of industrial hemp, usually in the form of hemp-based CBD ("Hemp CBD"), has
become increasingly popular on both retail and internet platforms. While often cited as evidence
that Hemp CBD is legal, the 2014 Farm Bill legalized only a very narrow set of hemp cultivation
activities.
2 18 U.S.C.S. §2D1.1 (2017).
' U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.

" Ashley Southall & Jack Healy, U.S. Won't Sue to Reverse States'LegalizationofMarijuana.N.Y. TIMES
(Aug. 29, 2013), https://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/30/us/politics/us-says-it-wont-sue-to-undo-state-marijuanalaws.html.
" Office of the Deputy Att'y Gen., Guidance RegardingMarijuanaEnforcement, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE
(Aug. 29, 2013), https://www.justice.gov/iso/opa/resources/3052013829132756857467.pdf.
96 Marijuana Enforcement, ATTY GEN. MEMO (Jan. 4, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pressrelease/file/1022196/download.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, there are certainly CBD producers who source their hemp from
cultivators that operate under the 2014 Farm Bill. However, given how widespread Hemp CBD
has become, it is unlikely that all CBD sold is sourced from research hemp. Further, state laws on
CBD and hemp vary widely. For example, Colorado, which legalized adult-use marijuana in 2012,
has a robust industrial hemp program and is the first state to have a U.S.-bred certified hemp
seed.97 Massachusetts, however, still maintains that hemp growers must have a state license to
operate. 98
As such, the matter of retail and internet sales comes down to what level of risk businesses are
willing to take, with many large retailers, such as Target, not willing to sell such products.
C. Analysis ofPast Laws/Regulations
There have been several attempts made over the years to introduce legislation that would allow
for the farming and processing of industrial hemp. Some of the early attempts started with a series
of industrial farming bills introduced by Texas Representative Ron Paul in 2005,99 2007,100
2009,101 and 2011.102 Ron Wyden introduced another bill in 2012.103
The Industrial Farming Acts of 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011 and 2012 each sought to remove
restrictions on the cultivation of industrial hemp and amend the CSA to exclude industrial hemp
from the definition of "marijuana." The bills sought to define "industrial hemp" as plant Cannabis
sativa L. with less than 0.3 percent THC content. The 2005, 2007, and 2009 bills would have
granted states that regulated the growing and processing of industrial hemp the exclusive authority
to determine whether plants met the concentration limit in any criminal, civil, or administrative
hearing.
The Industrial Farming Acts paved the way to the signing of the Agricultural Act of 2014,104
known as the 2014 Farm Bill by President Obama. President Obama signed the Act on February
7, 2014, which included a specific section105 that allowed universities and state departments of
agriculture to begin cultivating industrial hemp for limited purposes. Specifically, the law allowed
universities and state departments of agriculture to grow or cultivate industrial hemp if: (1) it is for
1 Christi Lightcap, Colorado Is Home To First U.S.-Bred Certified Hemp Seed, COLO. DEP'T OF AGRIC.
(Jan. 16, 2018), https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/agmain/news/1162018-colorado-home-first-us-bred-certifiedhemp-seed (last visited Sept. 9, 2018).
9" Hemp Program, MASS. DEP'T OF AGRIC. RESOURCES (Apr. 30, 2018), https://www.mass.gov/servicedetails/hemp-program.
" Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2005, H.R. 3037, 109th Cong. (2005).
100 Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2007, H.R. 1009, 110th Cong. (2007).
101 Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2009, H.R. 1866, 111th Cong. (2009).
102 Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2011, H.R. 1831, 112th Cong. (2011).
103 Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2012, S. 3501, 112th Cong. (2012).
104 Agricultural Act of 2014, H.R. 2642, 113th Cong. (2014).

105 Id. §7606.
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the purposes of research conducted under an agricultural pilot program or other agricultural or
academic research; and (2) such activity is allowed under the laws of the state in which such
institution of higher education or state department of agriculture is located and such research
occurs. The law also required that the grow sites be certified by and registered with their state. 106
While the 2014 Farm Bill marked the progress in the efforts to farm and process industrial
hemp, later bills were introduced to expand beyond the 2014 Farm Bill's limited purpose. The
Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2015,107 introduced on January 8, and Industrial Hemp Farming
Act of 2017,10 introducedon July 28,2017, sought to amend the CSA1 09to remove industrial hemp
from the list of controlled substances and exclude industrial hemp from the definition of marijuana.
In addition, the 2017 bill sought to define "research hemp" as the plant Cannabis sativa L. and any
part or derivative of such plant with a THC concentration of more than 0.3% but less than 0.6%
on a dry weight basis.
The passage of the 2014 Farm Bill caused confusion as to whether private parties were
permitted to grow industrial hemp as a part of agricultural pilot program and circumstances in
which such parties were permitted to sell industrial hemp products. In response, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, in consultation with the DEA and the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration ("USDA"), released a "Statement of Principles on Industrial Hemp" in the Federal
Register on Aug 12, 2016, on the applicable activities related to hemp in the 2014 Farm Bill. The
purpose of the Statement of Principles was to inform the public how federal law applies to activities
associated with industrial hemp that is grown and cultivated in accordance with Section 7606 of
the 2014 Farm Bill.110
The ultimate conclusion of the Statement of Principles was that the current federal law
authorizes farming of hemp by research institutions, or within state pilot programs exclusively
for research. Farming for commercial purposes by individuals and businesses remains prohibited.
According to the Statement of Principles, industrial hemp programs would be limited to fiber and
seed. The Statement of Principles did not mention the CBD oil or other edible hemp products. The
DEA understood this omission to mean that CBD oil and other edible hemp products would remain
illegal. The DEA's interpretation of Section 7606 of the 2014 Farm Bill is a developing process, and, as
we have seen, many U.S. States have created their own framework of industrial hemp laws.
Notwithstanding the DEA's efforts to clarify provisions of Section 7606, the Statement on
Principles only seemed to elicit numerous additional questions and comments.

106 Id.

107 Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2015, S. 134, 114th Cong. (2015).
108 Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2017, H.R. 3530, 115th Cong. (2017).
109 21 U.S.C.A. § 801 (1970).
110 Agricultural Act of 2014 supra note 102.
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A group of nearly twenty legislators, including Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky and Senator
Ron Wyden of Oregon, wrote a clarification letter, dated October 27, 2016,111 to the DEA and
USDA regarding interstate commerce and the transportation and sale of hemp. In the clarification
letter, the legislators stated that Congress prohibits the federal government from interfering with
the transportation and sale of industrial hemp grown in accordance with the pilot program and left
the matter of regulating industrial hemp to the states.11 2 However, the legislators noted, that the
Statement of Principles on Industrial Hemp appear to limit the sale of hemp products to states that
have agricultural pilot programs. The legislators added that because many states allowed for the
sale of internationally sourced hemp within their borders, the federal government should not be
permitted to prohibit the sale of such products produced by an approved pilot program.
In addition to the confusion over transportation, there is also confusion over the meaning of
"research purposes" in Section 7606 of the 2014 Farm Bill.
States have passed laws allowing for the establishment of industrial hemp research or pilot
programs. Charged with administering these programs are state agencies and institutions of higher
education with some states establishing specific regulatory agencies or committees to oversee the
research programs.
These programs have the general focus of studying the cultivation of industrial hemp, the
purpose and goals of these research and pilot programs vary from state to state. For example, a
bill113 in Colorado created an Industrial Hemp Grant Research Program for state universities to
research and develop hemp strains that are best suited for industrial applications and develop new
seed strains. 114 Another bill'15 in Colorado directed the commissioner of agriculture to create a
group to study the feasibility of hemp products' use in animal feed.116 In Kentucky, the focus of
such research includes the environmental benefit or impact of hemp and the potential use of hemp
as an energy source or biofuel.
D. Analysis ofLaws Presently Before Legislature, including the Farm Bill and STA TES
Act
The Hemp Farming Act,"' introduced in the Senate by Majority Leader Mitch McConnell,
would fully legalize hemp. The legislation would allow industrial hemp to be farmed and regulated
as agricultural commodity."' The legislation would also allow industrial hemp to be eligible for

" Rand Paul, Ron Wyden, et al., Clarification Letter to DEA and USDA (2016).
112 Id.
113 Oversight of the Industrial Hemp Program, S.B. 14-184 (2014).
114 Oversight of the Industrial Hemp Program, S.B. 14-184 (2014).
11' Concerning the Use of Industrial Hemp in Products Designed for Consumption, S.B. 17-109 (2017).
116 Id.
117 Hemp Farming Act of 2018, H.R. 5485, 115th Cong. (2018).
118 Id. at § 5.
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crop insurance.119 Further, the legislation would exclude industrial hemp from the CSA's
definition of marijuana and remove most existing restrictions or regulations limiting hemp
growers' access to banking.120
States and Indian tribes would have the authority to regulate the production of hemp after
providing the USDA with plans to monitor land where hemp is grown, test THC levels, and ways
in which to dispose of hemp cannabis produced in violation of this section. 121
Hemp growers who violate provisions of the legislation would be required to comply with a
corrective action plan.12 2 Should a grower have three violations within a five-year period, the
grower would be ineligible to produce hemp for five years.123
Finally, the USDA would be required to conduct a study of agricultural pilot programs related
to the economic viability of domestic hemp production and the sale of industrial hemp and provide
a report to Congress within 120 days. 124
The "Strengthening the Tenth Amendment Through Entrusting States Act"125 or STATES Act,
introduced by Senators Elizabeth Warren and Cory Gardner, would eliminate much of the conflict
between state and federal marijuana laws. 126 If authorized by state law, the legislation will legalize
the possession, manufacture, and distribution of marijuana.127 Essentially, the bill would leave the
decision to legalize marijuana to the states with two limitations. First, the legislation would
prohibit the distribution of recreational marijuana to anyone under the age of 21, regardless of
whether state law permits such sales.,12 Second, the legislation would ban the distribution of
marijuana at truck stops, again, without regard to how state law treats such sales.12 9The legislation
would also remove industrial hemp from the definition of marijuana under the CSA, which
currently defines marijuana to include all cannabis plants, regardless of their THC content. 130
The "Compassionate Access, Research Expansion, and Respect States Act of 2017,"131
introduced by Tennessee Representative Steve Cohen on June 15, 2017, would allow people to use
medical marijuana in states where it is legal without fear of federal prosecution. 132 It would not
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legalize medical marijuana at the federal level, but would simply respect the laws of the twentynine states plus the District of Columbia and Guam that have legalized medical marijuana.133
Further, the bill would amend the CSA to reclassify marijuana from a Schedule Ito a Schedule
II drug to recognize its accepted medical use. 134 This would allow states to set their own policies
with respect to medical marijuana.135
Doctors working for the Department of Veterans Affairs ("VA") would also be able to
prescribe marijuana to veterans under their care. 13 Currently, marijuana is not recognized by the
VA as a valid treatment option because of federal law, even in states where medical marijuana is
legal. The bill directs the Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") to terminate the
Public Health Service's interdisciplinary review process used to evaluate applications for medical
marijuana research. 131 Should the bill pass, the DEA would be required to license manufacturers
and distributors of marijuana for medical research; HHS would be required to register practitioners
to conduct research; and the Department of Veterans Affairs would be required to authorize VA
health care providers to provide recommendations and opinions to veterans regarding participation
in their states' marijuana programs.138
This bill would also modify federal law to allow banks to provide financial services to legal
medical marijuana dispensaries that comply with state laws. 139 Cannabidiol-a part of marijuana's
chemistry profile that is used to make synthetic marijuana would be excluded from the definition
of marijuana, thus allowing states themselves to determine the status of cannabinoids 140
CONCLUSION

There are no uniform standards for the regulation of hemp cultivation at the state level.
Inconsistencies in federal law also contribute to the unclear legal state of the industry. Passage of
the Hemp Farming Act would do much in addressing current confusion, but states should also look
to each other-especially those with well-developed regimes-in continuing to provide clarity so
that the industry may grow and thrive.
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